**Core tip:** This study was designed to evaluate the advantages of endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) in the assessment of the detailed structures of pancreatic cystic neoplasms (PCNs) compared with computed tomography (CT) and MRI. Previous studies showed the advantages of EUS in the diagnosis of PCNs. Multiple published studies compared the diagnostic value of EUS, CT, and MRI in patients with PCNs. However, few studies compared the abilities of the three modalities to evaluate the detailed structures of PCNs. There are many studies about the diagnostic value of imaging modalities in pancreatic cystic lesions (PCLs), and several studies assessed their ability to differentiate PCNs from other PCLs. Several studies compared the abilities of imaging modalities in demonstrating daughter cysts.

INTRODUCTION
============

Pancreatic cystic lesions (PCLs) include true cysts, pseudocysts and cystic neoplasms. True cysts, most of which are congenital, and pseudocysts, which are primarily caused by inflammation or injury, are non-neoplastic cysts and are regarded as benign whereas cystic neoplasms have the potential to be malignant. Approximately 60% of PCLs are cystic tumors, followed by inflammation and trauma-related pseudocysts, which account for 30%\[[@B1]\]. The prevalence of pancreatic cystic neoplasms (PCNs) has been reported to range widely, from 0.21%-24.3%\[[@B2]-[@B4]\]. There are four main types of PCNs: serous cystic neoplasms (SCNs), mucinous cystic neoplasms (MCNs), intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasms (IPMNs), and solid pseudopapillary neoplasms (SPNs). Two additional, but relatively uncommon, types of PCNs include cystic neuroendocrine neoplasms (NENs) and cystadenocarcinomas. Due to the malignant potential of PCNs, differentiating them from non-neoplastic cysts and benign PCNs is critical. Obtaining accurate diagnostic images of detailed anatomic structures will be useful in the classification of PCNs. Using such imaging modalities may aid in the appropriate diagnosis and help determine subsequent treatments\[[@B5]\].

In order to evaluate PCLs, various imaging modalities have been used, including ultrasound (US), computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), endoscopic ultrasound (EUS), MR cholangiopancreatography (MRCP), positron emission computed tomography (PET) and endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP)\[[@B6]-[@B11]\]. CT and MRI have been the most frequently used imaging techniques in the diagnosis of PCLs\[[@B12]\]. However, using EUS has an advantage over using CT or MRI in distinguishing between benign PCLs and malignant or potentially malignant lesions\[[@B13],[@B14]\]. The images produced using EUS are higher in resolution\[[@B15],[@B16]\], which we speculate may be related to its ability to show the detailed structures of PCNs.

There are multiple published studies comparing the diagnostic value of EUS, CT, and MRI in patients with PCNs. However, few studies have compared the capability of CT, MRI, and EUS to evaluate the detailed structures of PCNs. In this study, we investigated the capacity of EUS to evaluate cyst size, number, papillae/nodules, septum, and the morphology of the pancreatic duct in patients with PCNs and compared these results with those obtained using CT and MRI.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

This study was approved by the Ethical Committee of Chinese People's Liberation Army General Hospital.

Patients
--------

All patients who presented to the Chinese PLA General Hospital in Beijing with suspected PCNs between April 2015 and November 2016 (*n* = 143) were prospectively evaluated for possible study enrollment. Of these, 73 patients had undergone surgery. The eligibility criteria for inclusion in this study included (1) being at least 18 years of age; (2) having the ability to consent to and undergo EUS examination with or without CT and MRI prior to surgery; and (3) pathologically diagnosed with PCNs. Patients were excluded if they could not independently provide informed consent, could not undergo anaesthesia or endoscopic examination, had active acute pancreatitis or pancreatic necrosis, or had a coagulopathy. Patients were also excluded if they were pathologically diagnosed with non-neoplastic cystic lesions. A total of 68 patients who were pathologically diagnosed with PCNs were enrolled in the study.

Study design
------------

Any patient who was suspected of having PCNs using imaging techniques was suggested to undergo CT, MRI, and EUS. CT and MRI scans were individually read by radiologists with more than 10 years of experience and by digestive physicians with more than 3 years of experience. The final report was determined after both the radiologist and digestive physician had separately analyzed the images and then come to an agreement. The agreements correlated well for both CT (κ = 0.797) and MRI (κ = 0.836). EUS procedures were performed by experts with at least 5 years of experience. Patients suspected of having PCNs with a malignant potential using imaging techniques, or those who refused to undergo EUS-guided ablation or imaging for surveillance, were recommended to undergo surgery. Once all of the confirmed PCNs were studied, the effectiveness of using EUS, CT, and MRI to evaluate the cysts was assessed.

Definitions
-----------

The largest diameter of each PCN was used to indicate its size. The following rules were used when comparing the ability of the different imaging modalities to assess cyst number and size: only the sizes of cysts that were visualized using all of the imaging techniques were analyzed. A single tumor with unilocular or multilocular cysts (a cyst in a cyst) and cysts that formed a cluster around a central scar (a cyst on a cyst) were both referred to as a mother-daughter cyst. The mother-daughter cyst was regarded as a cyst; however, the total number of daughter cysts was also collected and used as an outcome measurement. When there was a discrepancy among the 3 imaging techniques regarding the number of mother cysts, the correct number was considered to be what the majority of imaging modalities indicated. Papilla and nodule were considered to be one type of structure due to the difficulty in differentiating between the two using the three imaging modalities. Pathology was regarded as the gold standard for a definitive diagnosis of different types of PCNs.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

All of the calculations were performed using SPSS 17.0. Quantitative data, such as cystic size, are expressed as the mean or median; differences were tested using a *t*-test or a nonparametric test. Count data, such as the number of daughter cysts, and PCNs, were tested using Fisher's exact test or *χ*^2^. A *P* value \< 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
=======

Of the 73 patients who underwent surgery, 68 had confirmed PCNs and 5 had non-neoplastic cystic lesions. According to pathologic diagnoses, 27 patients had SCNs, 23 had MCNs, 6 had IPMNs, 9 had SPNs, 1 had NEN, and 2 had cystadenocarcinomas.

The baseline characteristics of the 68 enrolled patients, of whom 52 were female and 16 were male, are provided in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Twenty-four cysts were located in the head/uncinate of the pancreas and 43 in the body/tail; one patient had multiple cysts. All 68 enrolled patients underwent EUS, whereas only 52 patients underwent CT and 64 patients underwent MRI.

###### 

Baseline characteristics of the 68 enrolled patients

  **Characteristic**                             **No. of patients (*n* = 68)**
  ------------------------ --------------------- --------------------------------
  Sex                      Male                  52
                           Female                16
  Age, mean ± SD, yr                             46.3 ± 14.6
  Location                 Head/uncinate         24
                           Body/tail             43
                           Others                1
  Examination              CT                    52
                           MRI                   64
                           EUS                   68
  Pathological diagnosis   SCNs                  27
                           MCNs                  23
                           IPMNs                 6
                           SPNs                  9
                           NEN                   1
                           Cystadenocarcinomas   2

Comparison of diagnostic value of the three imaging modalities in PCNs
----------------------------------------------------------------------

In the 68 PCNs confirmed by pathology, CT was able to differentiate PCNs from other PCLs with a sensitivity of 73.1% (38/52) and a diagnostic rate of 17.3% (9/52) for differentiating the specific type of PCN; MRI was able to differentiate PCNs from other PCLs with a sensitivity of 81.3% (52/64) and a diagnostic rate of 20.3% (13/24) for differentiating the specific type of PCN; and EUS was able to differentiate PCNs from other PCLs with a sensitivity of 98.5% (67/68) and a diagnostic rate of 92.6% (63/68) for differentiating the specific type of PCN. The diagnostic sensitivity of EUS was higher than those of both CT (*P* \< 0.001) and MRI (*P* = 0.001). The ability of EUS to specifically classify PCNs was also better than those of both CT (*P* \< 0.001) and MRI (*P* \< 0.001) (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Diagnosis of pancreatic cystic neoplasms by pathology and imaging.](WJG-23-3184-g001){#F1}

PCN size
--------

Cyst size was assessed by CT for 52 cysts, by MRI for 65 cysts, and by EUS for 69 cysts. One patient had two separate cysts shown using both MRI and EUS. The mean size was 42.0 mm (14.0-97.0 mm) by CT, 38.0 mm (13.0-128.0 mm) by MRI, and 42.5 mm (13.0-100.0 mm) by EUS. There was no statistically significant difference in the evaluation of cyst size using EUS and CT (*P* = 0.646) or MRI (*P* = 0.587).

Number of PCNs
--------------

The number of PCNs diagnosed by EUS and CT was in concordance in 96.2% (50/52) of the cases among the 52 patients who underwent CT plus EUS. Among the 64 patients who underwent EUS in addition to MRI, the diagnostic concordance rate was 100.0% (64/64). A mother cyst might consist of several daughter cysts. The patient with multiple cysts was excluded when evaluating the ability of there examinations in demonstration of daughter cyst. EUS was shown to be better than CT in evaluating the number of daughter cysts in the mother cysts (*P* = 0.003). There was no difference between EUS and MRI in evaluating the presence of mother-daughter cysts (*P* = 0.254); however, EUS showed daughter cysts more clearly and more accurately assessed the number of daughter cysts (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

###### 

Comparison of the number of daughter cysts visualized by endoscopic ultrasound, computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging

  **Number of daughter cysts**   **1**   **2-3**   **≥ 4**   **Total**
  ------------------------------ ------- --------- --------- -----------
  CT                             36      2         13        51
  MRI                            36      9         18        63
  EUS                            29      15        23        67

EUS: Endoscopic ultrasound; CT: Computed tomography; MRI: Magnetic resonance imaging.

![Endoscopic ultrasound, computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging. A: EUS view. The mother cyst of 4.6 cm × 3.8 cm in the pancreatic tail consisted of two daughter cysts. B: CT image. No daughter cyst was revealed by CT in the same patient. C: MRI image. No daughter cyst was revealed by MRI in the same patient. EUS: Endoscopic ultrasound; CT: Computed tomography; MRI: Magnetic resonance imaging.](WJG-23-3184-g002){#F2}

Detection rates of papilla/nodule, septum, and pancreatic cystic dilatation in PCNs
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The papilla/nodule detection rate by EUS was as high as 35.3% (24/68), which was much higher compared to the detection rates of CT (5.8%, 3/52) and MRI (6.3%, 4/64). The detection rate of septum by EUS (60.3%, 41/68) was higher than those of both CT (34.6%, 18/52) and MRI (46.9%, 30/64). The detection rate of pancreatic cystic dilatation by EUS was 11.7% (8/68), compared with 21.2% (11/52) detected by CT and 21.9% (14/64) by MRI; however, there was no significant difference in the pancreatic cystic dilatation detection rate between EUS and CT (*P* = 0.163) or MRI (*P* = 0.119). EUS was able to reveal a pancreatic duct even when it was not dilated. The visualization rate of EUS for a normal pancreatic duct was 100.0%, whereas the visualization rate for a normal pancreatic duct using either CT or MRI were less than 10%. The comparison of detailed PCN characteristics as shown by CT, MRI, and EUS is shown in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Comparison of detection rates of papilla/nodule, septum, and pancreatic cystic dilatation in pancreatic cystic neoplasms by computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, and endoscopic ultrasound

                                           **CT**           **MRI**          **EUS**          ***P* value**                           
  ---------------------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- --------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------
  Papilla/nodule detection rate            5.80% (3/52)     6.30% (4/64)     35.30% (24/68)   0.000[a](#T3FN1){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.000[a](#T3FN1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Septum detection rate                    34.60% (18/52)   46.90% (30/64)   60.30% (41/68)   0.005[a](#T3FN1){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.122
  Dilated pancreatic duct detection rate   21.20% (11/52)   21.90% (14/64)   11.70% (8/68)    0.163                                   0.119

*P* \< 0.05, there is statistical significance between each other. EUS: Endoscopic ultrasound; CT: Computed tomography; MRI: Magnetic resonance imaging.

Comparison of characteristics between SCNs and MCNs by EUS
----------------------------------------------------------

The papilla/nodule detection rate, septum detection rate, and dilated pancreatic duct detection rate of SCNs by EUS were 14.8% (4/27), 81.5% (22/27), and 14.8% (4/27), respectively. For MCNs, the papilla/nodule detection rate, septum detection rate, and dilated pancreatic duct detection rate were 47.8% (11/23), 56.5% (13/23), and 13.0% (3/23), respectively (Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). The presence of papillae/nodules seemed to be more common in MCNs than in SCNs (*P* = 0.011). There was no difference in the detection rates of a septum or a dilated pancreatic duct between SCNs and MCNs using EUS.

###### 

Comparison of the characteristics of pancreatic cystic neoplasms between serous cystic neoplasms and mucinous cystic neoplasms by endoscopic ultrasound

  **EUS**           **SCNs**         **MCNs**         ***P* value**
  ----------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------------------------------
  Papilla/nodule    14.80% (4/27)    47.80% (11/23)   0.011[a](#T4FN1){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Septum            81.50% (22/27)   56.50% (13/23)   0.055
  Duct dilatation   13.80% (4/27)    13.0% (3/23)     0.857

*P* \< 0.05, there is statistical significance between each other. EUS: Endoscopic ultrasound; SCNs: Serous cystic neoplasms; MCNs: Mucinous cystic neoplasms.

DISCUSSION
==========

The overall five-year survival rate of pancreatic cancer is approximately 5%\[[@B17]\], however, the prognoses of different types of PCNs vary. SCNs are regarded as benign with a rare possibility of malignant transformation, whereas MCNs and IPMNs are considered to have a malignant potential\[[@B18]-[@B20]\]. SPNs are low grade malignant lesions\[[@B21]\]. Therefore, timely and accurate diagnosis of PCNs is particularly important to prevent the progression of cystic neoplasms to cancer. Whether or not EUS imaging provides accurate diagnostic information regarding pancreatic cysts is controversial\[[@B7],[@B11],[@B22]-[@B29]\].

The results of our study indicate that EUS was the optimal diagnostic method in distinguishing non-neoplastic cysts from PCNs and in characterizing the PCNs, outperforming both CT and MRI. Similarly, Lu et al\[[@B23]\] found that EUS was able to identify PCNs better when compared to using CT and MRI. In our study, the sensitivity of EUS for diagnosing PCNs and the accuracy for characterizing PCNs were higher than those previously reported\[[@B23],[@B30],[@B31]\]. In our study, almost all of the patients had undergone CT or MRI prior to undergoing EUS; it is possible that the MRI or CT imaging reports may have influenced the diagnosis by EUS. Additionally, although we did not take the results of cystic fluid evaluation into consideration, the final diagnosis was made after fine needle aspiration (FNA) following EUS evaluation. The color and viscosity of the aspirate may have influenced the EUS report. Lastly, the endoscopists in the present study were experienced in EUS, particularly in PCNs, which could have had an effect on the final diagnosis by EUS.

In agreement with Leeds et al\[[@B32]\], our study showed that there were no significant differences between EUS and CT, or between EUS and MRI, in evaluating PCN size. However, this result is inconsistent with the results published by Maimone et al\[[@B33]\], who demonstrated that there was considerable variation in size estimates of pancreatic cysts among the imaging techniques and suggested that these discrepancies should be taken into account when making management decisions. Another previous study by Lee et al\[[@B11]\] indicated that CT was the best imaging modality to use, in comparison to MRI and EUS, with regard to evaluating PCN size. The discrepancy between our results and previously published results could be due to the experience of the operator; EUS requires experienced and skilled operators.

Some of the PCNs were mother-daughter cysts. While the images seen on CT and MRI are static, EUS allows for dynamic observation and high spatial resolution, which results in a more accurate estimation of the total number of daughter cysts in a mother cyst. In our study, EUS, CT, and MRI performed similarly in their ability to evaluate the number of PCNs; however, EUS was clearly more capable in determining the number of daughter cysts when compared to using CT. The detection of daughter cysts using MRI was similar to that of EUS. However, when there were more than four daughter cysts, it was more difficult to accurately count them with MRI, whereas EUS did well when counting between four and ten daughter cysts.

The papilla/nodule detection rate by EUS in our study was shown to be much higher than those by both CT and MRI. Previously, Lu et al\[[@B23]\] also showed that EUS was valuable in the characterization of mural nodules. The ability to detect a papilla/nodule is an important factor in the differentiation of an IPMN and its possible malignant potential. A previous study suggested that EUS had no advantages over MRI in identifying mural nodules, with a detection rate of 23% by pathology\[[@B34]\]. However, this study focused on PCLs and included 5% of pseudocysts. Additionally, this study only took mural nodules into consideration. These reasons may contribute to the different results. EUS demonstrated an advantage over CT in septum detection in our study, which is supported by a previous study\[[@B23]\]. Detection of a septum helps to differentiate a cystic neoplasm from a true cyst and a pseudocyst. No differences were found in the ability of EUS, CT, and MRI to detect pancreatic cystic dilatation. However, the rate of visualization of a normal pancreatic duct by EUS was 100%, while it was less than 10% using CT or MRI. The low detection rate of pancreatic cystic dilatation by EUS may be due to the fact that we did not measure the maximum diameter of the pancreatic duct during dynamic observation. In the field of vision in which the view of a cyst was the best, the pancreatic duct may not be clear or its diameter might not be at its maximum.

The septum detection rate and the cystic dilatation detection rate in SCNs were similar to those in MCNs. Previous reports also suggested that there were no significant differences between SCNs and MCNs in terms of mural nodules; however, only a small number of patients were included in these studies\[[@B35]\], which could explain why the results of our research suggest otherwise.

Our study suggests that EUS has some advantages in the diagnosis and classification of PCNs. Its ability to provide a clear, dynamic view of PCNs with high spatial resolution may contribute to its diagnostic value. EUS can also be used to guide FNA to collect cystic fluid and cystic tissue for biochemical analysis, cytology analysis, and pathological examination, which may also contribute to the diagnosis and the classification of PCNs\[[@B36],[@B37]\]. EUS-guided SpyGlass can aid in the diagnosis and classification of PCNs\[[@B38]\]. EUS-guided ethanol and radiofrequency ablation are promising and minimally invasive treatments for patients with PCNs\[[@B39]-[@B45]\]. However, there are limitations to EUS. It is operator-dependent, which could result in inconsistent results among different operators\[[@B46]\]. EUS may also not be readily available in some hospitals. EUS is also an invasive examination that poses a higher risk than CT and MRI. Although this prospective study provides a relatively large sampling of patients, it is not without its limitations. Not all of the patients underwent all three imaging examinations. Additionally, very few patients were diagnosed with IPMNs and SPNs; additional patients are needed to provide more generalizable information regarding the use of EUS in these subtypes.

EUS was shown in this study to differentiate PCNs from other PCLs and characterize the PCN subtype far better than either CT or MRI. The measurement of cystic size using EUS was shown to be no different than when using CT and MRI. However, EUS was more accurate when determining the number of daughter cysts in mother cysts and had a higher detection rate of septum when compared to CT. The papilla/nodule detection rate and the visualization rate for a normal pancreatic duct by EUS were both superior when compared to using the other two diagnostic methods. These results indicate that EUS can be used to gain structural information regarding PCNs and is a valuable diagnostic tool.

COMMENTS
========

Background
----------

About 60% of pancreatic cystic lesions (PCLs) are cystic neoplasms which have the potential to be malignant. The prevalence of pancreatic cystic neoplasms (PCNs) has been reported to range widely, from 0.21%-24.3%. Because some PCNs have a malignant potential, it is important to differentiate them from other non-neoplastic cysts and benign PCNs. Appropriate diagnosis with imaging modalities may help decide subsequent treatments and is thus extremely important.

Research frontiers
------------------

Computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are most frequently used in the diagnosis of PCLs. However, endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) has an advantage over CT and MRI in distinguishing between benign pancreatic cystic lesions and malignant or potentially malignant ones. In our study, the inner detailed structures were well studied among three imaging modalities, which have not been reported in other studies.

Innovations and breakthroughs
-----------------------------

The authors found that EUS did best in distinguishing non-neoplastic cysts from PCNs and characterize PCNs. There are many studied about the diagnostic value of imaging in PCLs, several studies are about its ability of differentiating PCNs from other PCLs. The measurement of cystic size of EUS has no difference from CT and MRI but EUS does better on judging the number of son-cyst in mother-cyst and has higher detection rates of septum than CT. Several studies compared imaging's abilities of demonstrating son cysts. The papilla/nodule detection rate and visual rate for normal pancreatic duct of EUS is best among three diagnostic methods. We also found that papilla/nodule seemed to be more common in MCN than serous cystic neoplasms.

Applications
------------

EUS is a valuable tool to help diagnose PCNs and to detail their structures. The patients suspected of having PCNs should be suggested to undergo EUS. This study provides additional evidence supporting the advantages of EUS compared with CT and MRI.

Terminology
-----------

A single tumor with unilocular or multilocular cysts (cyst in cyst) and cysts forming a cluster around a central scar (cyst on cyst) were both called a mother-daughter cyst. The mother-daughter cyst was regarded as a cyst.

Peer-review
-----------

This study evaluated the advantages of EUS in the assessment of detailed structures of pancreatic cystic neoplasms compared with CT and MRI. The manuscript is interesting.
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